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The COMET Experiment
to 

Search for μ-N→e-N (Mu-E Conversion)



Search for Charged Lepton Flavour Violation in μ-processes
4
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✤ Try to Explore New Physics via “Charged Lepton Flavour Violation” 
✤ Among “Quark”, “Neutrino” = Known as Flavour violated 
✤ “Charged Lepton Flavour Violation  (cLFV)” = Never Observed so far 

✤ Very sensitive to the TeV-scale new physics beyond Standard Model 
→ Complementary and Competitive to the Energy Frontier (eg. LHC)

µ decay in SM µ LFV in BSM

✦ pure leptonic
✦ only weak interaction

✦ causable via new particle
✦ not suppressed by tiny mν 
✦ if BSM assumed…

 BR(μ→eγ) = O(10–16-10–13)
 → clear evidence of BSM

✤ Muon is Best Probe to search for CLFV; eg. µ+→ e+γ, µ−N→e−N, µ+→ e+e+e−

✦ taking mν≠0 into account
→ BR(μ→eγ) < O(10−54)



μ−N→e−N Search
5

✤ “Muon-to-Electron Conversion in Muonic Atom  ( µ−N → e−N )” 
✤ Charged LFV, So-called “µ-e Conversion” 
✤ One of the most prominent process of muon LFV

e-
N
���

✤ “Signal” 
✤ Ee = mµ - Bµ - Erecoil  

~105 MeV   (muonic Al) 
✤ “Background” 

✤ Beam-related 
✤ Normal muon decay 

in Orbit (DIO) 
✤ Cosmic-ray induced
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The COMET Experiment
6

✤ Enabled by “Four Features” → Aim to achieve target sensitivity of O(10−17)

— Feature(1) — 
High Intensity 
Pulsed Proton 

Beam by J-PARC

— Feature(2) — 
High Efficiency 
5T-Solenoidal 
Pion Capture 

System

— Feature(3) — 
Long/Curved 

Solenoidal pion/muon 
transport section

— Feature(4) — 
High resolution, 

vacuum 
compatible 

electron 
spectrometer 

can select 
momentum.
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! See C. Carloganu (WG4)



Detector Apparatus of the COMET
7
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Detector Apparatus of the COMET
7
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to detect and identify 
100 MeV electrons

to eliminate low-energy beam 
particles and to transport only 

~100 MeV electrons

to stop muons



Dual-Staged Approach
8

✤ COMET Phase-I
✤ Construct up to first 90° 

bend and place detector.
✤ Perform direct beam 

measurement
✤ No backward σπ data 

so far
✤ No real BG data so far

✤ Perform μ-e Search with 
an intermediate sensitivity 
(O(10-15))

✤ COMET Phase-II
✤ Complete all transport
✤ Perform μ-e Search with a 

full sensitivity (O(10−17))
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✤ COMET Phase-I
✤ Construct up to first 90° 

bend and place detector.
✤ Perform direct beam 

measurement
✤ No backward σπ data 

so far
✤ No real BG data so far

✤ Perform μ-e Search with 
an intermediate sensitivity 
(O(10-15))

✤ COMET Phase-II
✤ Complete all transport
✤ Perform μ-e Search with a 

full sensitivity (O(10−17))
【 COMET Phase-I 】
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Detectors for COMET Phase-I
9

For µ-e Conversion Search For Beam Measurement 

✦ “CyDet” = Cylindrical Detector System
✦ For Phase-I, centre part of beam is 

dominated by BG, i.e. Cylindrical Drift 
Chamber and Cylindrical Trigger 
Hodoscope is employed to search for μ-
e conversion.

✦ He-iC4H10 gas-mixture to reduce 
material budget, Hollow cylinder 
design to have a BG tolerance 

Chapter 13

Cylindrical Detector System (CyDet)

13.1. Introduction

CDC

Stopping target

Return yoke

Superconducting coils

Trigger hodoscope

CDC inner wall CDC outer wall

Vacuum window

CDC endplate

Cryostat

Figure 13.1: Schematic layout of the CyDet.

The cylindrical detector system (CyDet) is the main detector system for the µ≠e conversion
search in COMET Phase-I. The CyDet will not be used for COMET Phase-II. It consists
of a cylindrical drift chamber (CDC) and a cylindrical trigger hodoscope (CTH). It provides
the primary momentum measurement for electrons from µ≠e conversion. Figure 13.1 shows a
schematic layout of the CyDet. It is located after the bridge solenoid (BS) in the muon transport
section, and installed inside the warm bore of a large 1 T superconducting Detector Solenoid
(DS). The CyDet must accurately and e�ciently identify and measure 105 MeV electrons whilst
rejecting backgrounds.
There are remarkable di�erences in detectors and spectrometer magnets between COMET
Phase-I and Phase-II. In COMET Phase-II, with a proton power of 56 kW, there will be

127

✦ “StrECAL” = Straw tracker and ECAL
✦ To measure all delivered beam incl BG, 

vacuum-compatible tracker and 
calorimeter is employed

✦ Straw = Planer/Low-mass, LYSO crystal 
ECAL = High resolution / High density

✦ Same concept as Phase-II detector       
!  Prototype of Phase-II Final Detector
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The “StrECAL” System

[ Straw Tracker ]
+

[ Electromagnetic CALorimeter ]



StrECAL : Straw tracker and Electromagnetic Calorimeter
11

To be light material  !  Vacuum compatible & Thin wall

To have a large acceptance  !  Planar tracker-based geometry

To be capable PID  !  Long and Heavy enough (TOF & dE/dx)

To be operational with bunched beam ! Finely segmented

✤ For COMET Phase-I, beam detector needs to measure the all 
delivered beam particle incl. backgrounds;

“Straw” + “ECAL” is the BEST
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StrECAL : Straw tracker and Electromagnetic Calorimeter
12

2	� G<;;��$�*�+��,K?BAE;G?�M����-EG=G43

)CA���#

�12

A series of straw tube trackers (StrawTrk)

J�<

Electron Calorimeter (ECAL)

4�
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Straw Tracker (1/5)
13

✤ Planar wire chamber-based tracker in Vacuum → Straw Tracker

signal lines

HV lines

front-end boards

gas inlet

gas outlet

gas manifold

1st straw plane (x1)

2nd straw plane (x2)

3rd straw plane (y1)

4th straw plane (y2)

gas manifold

gas manifold
front-end boards

front-end boards

optical fibre-link
feedthrough

optical fibre-link
feedthrough

anode 
feedthrough

anode 
feedthrough

gas outlet

gas inlet

signal lines

signal lines

Beam

480
2645

13
98

✤ Five super-layers (station) consist of 4 planes of straw tubes
✤ 2 planes for x-coordinate and 2 planes for y-coordinate, each layer is 

staggered by half a cell to solve the left-right ambiguity.
✤ All tracker modules are installed in vacuum.
✤ Timing (Trigger) is provided by the electromagnetic calorimeter.

! See Poster: K.Ueno
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Straw Tracker (2/5), Straw Material
14

✤ Ultra-thin wall and vacuum tight straw is developed within COMET
✤ “t20μm-Mylar” + ”t70nm-Al coat”, φ9.8mm, enabled by ultrasonic welding

Standard method:
“doubly-wound”

newly employed:
“straight adhesion”

Ultra thin & gas tight is realized 
by newly developed method 

(Thanks to NA62 collaboration)

NA62 straw COMET straw 20μm COMET straw 12μm

Mylar wall thickness 36 μm 20 μm 12 μm

Tube diameter 9.8 mm 9.8 mm 5.0 mm

Cathode material Cu(50nm) + Au(20nm) Al (70 nm) Al (70 nm)

Development status Currently used in a real 
experiment

Mass-product Completed, 
Detector assemble, ongoing

Under R&D

COMET
Phase-I

COMET
Phase-II
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Straw Tracker (3/5), Gas system
15

✤ Chamber gas → Also maintain FE electronics temperature in vacuum vessel
✤ Al(50) : C2H6(50), compressed to make a big flow (~1L/sec) and cooled 

down to -20°C, → FE electronics would be kept as room temp.

gauge
gate 

valve pump

gas 
cylinders 

valves

mass-flow 
controllers

blender

sampler
(if required)

gauge gauge

straw-tracker stations (#1~5)

relief 
valve

exhaust
(to duct)

heat
exchanger

~ ~ ~

refrigerator

1 2 3 4 5

compressorflow 
divider
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ダイヤフラムポンプ流量試験結果

6

ポンプ

SUS
配管

SUS配管
＋断熱材

流量計

バブラー

• 1inch SUS管4m×2と1/2inchチューブで
ダイヤフラムポンプの⾵量試験を実施

• ポンプを回しながらArガスを注⼊し、
約23時間バブリング（Ar濃度99.9％ј）

• Ar置換後の系全体の圧⼒：6kPa

• ポンプ流量試験時
¾吐出部圧⼒：15kPa

¾吸引部圧⼒：2kPa

¾流量計の値：47 L/min (N2換算)

¾Ar流量：33 L/min

thermally 
insulated tube

dummy tube

bubbler 

diaphragm 
pump

Pilot test w/o detector satisfice 
the required specifications

Calculation (FEM/ANSYS) meets 
all requirements.

gas outlet
(~30°C)

gas inlet
(~0°C)

gas manifold
contains FE elec.



Straw Tracker (4/5), Prototyping
16

✤ Prototyping strategy; 1) 1-straw prototype → 2) Full-scale prototype
✤ 1) for assembly technique R&D, 2) for performance validation
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Gas Leakage Study

10

 1-straw chamber

Gas InletGas Outlet
Signal

Positive HV

Evaluation chamber in order to evaluate the mechanical performances of COMET straw quickly.

Gas Outlet Side

Gas Inlet Side

(introduced by Hajime Nishiguchi, in COMET-CM14)

Vacuum Build-Up Measurement

13

 Vacuum Build-Up Measurement : Set Ups

1atm difference between inside and outside 
of 1-straw chamber

vacuum valve

1-straw chamber

Vacuum chamber

gas

vacuum gauge
pump

exhaust

Make a vacuum and shut the vacuum valve. 
　　　Measure the  vacuum build-up. 
　　　Estimate gas leakage from 1-straw chamber.

1-straw chamber Test in vacuum

✤ Basic assemble technique was established, eg. pre-tension, 
feedthrough, gas tightness, etc.

✤ Vacuum compatibility was also confirmed, eg. outgas, 
leak, pressure maintenance, etc.

Full-Scale Prototype

✤ All parameters, eg. size, 
electronics, gas, etc., are 
same as final detector, 
but only # of straw is 
small → Only 32 straws 
(16 for x-axis, 16 for y-
axis) are installed.

✤ Detector performances, 
eg. efficiency, resolution,  
stability, vacuum 
compatibility, etc., are 
investigated with a 105 
MeV/c electron beam 
and final experimental 
conditions.1.4m



Straw Tracker (5/5), Detector Performance
17

✤ Test-beam w/ 105 MeV/c electron was conducted at Tohoku university.
✤ Vacuum tightness has been proven down to 0.1 Pa
✤ Spatial resolution better than 150μm has been confirmed 

✤ Good enough to realize a required momentum resolution of <200keV/c 
with a 1T magnetic field)

✤ Detector design has been fixed based on these studies by Full-scale prototype 
!  Green signal to start construction of Phase-I straw tracker
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Fig. 59: Residual distribution for Ar:C2H6(50:50) gas mixture at HV = 1900 V.
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Fig. 60: Incident position dependence of the obtained spatial resolution, gas mixture = Ar:C2H6(50:50), HV = 2000 V. (Left)

Data, (Right) Garfield++ simulation

good position information. The ECAL will consist of crystal modules which have a 2!2 cm2 cross-

section and whose length is 12 cm corresponding to 10.5 radiation length. The ECAL covers the

cross-section of the 50-cm radius detector region and 1,920 crystals are needed.

69 FiXme: need references of data in this table (Characteristics of inorganic scintillator crystals) - References
are added.
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good position information. The ECAL will consist of crystal modules which have a 2!2 cm2 cross-

section and whose length is 12 cm corresponding to 10.5 radiation length. The ECAL covers the

cross-section of the 50-cm radius detector region and 1,920 crystals are needed.

69 FiXme: need references of data in this table (Characteristics of inorganic scintillator crystals) - References
are added.
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ECAL (1/4),  Electromagnetic CALorimeter
18
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2.3. Phase-I Experiment

Straw Tube Tracker

ECAL
Charged particle

Figure 2.10: Schematic of the StrECAL in the COMET Phase-II experiment. The incoming charged particle
hits the straw tube tracker at each plane where the hit position is measured to reconstruct the trajectory and its
momentum. The ECAL measures the total energy deposited by the induced electromagnetic shower.

gies smaller than that of the signal electrons. However, when a couple of two independent DIO
electrons are piled-up in nearby crystals in the ECAL, they appear as hits of a single signal
electron. Therefore, StrECAL detectors need a response time4 that is as short as possible. The
short response time of the waveform helps us separate multiple signals that are little farther
apart in time.

PID (particle identification): StrECAL is required to measure not only electrons of µ-e conversion
exclusively in Phase-II but also a wide range of momentum for each particle type for investi-
gating the beam before the Phase-I experiment discussed in Section 2.3. Since di!erent types
of particles can give di!erent features to hits in the StrECAL detector, an analysis combining
all these parameters would help identify the particle type.

Radiation tolerance: The high-intensity proton beam introduces a considerable number of secondary-
charged particles and neutrons that cause severe damages to all electric devices. From a simu-
lation study, they must withstand the radiation damage of 1 kGy and 1012 n1MeV/cm2 in total5,
considering a safety factor of 10.

2.3 Phase-I Experiment

Before Phase-II, we will perform the Phase-I experiment with a sensitivity ofO(10!15) by constructing
half of the muon transport solenoid. The beam power will be 3.2 kW, and the pion production target
will be graphite as explained in Section 2.2.3.

Figure 2.11 shows the schematic of the layout and the dedicated detector system. The detector
solenoid is connected to the 90"-bent muon transport solenoid. Compared to Phase-II wherein the

4In this thesis, we defined the response time as the time length occupied by an electronic waveform.
5n1MeV/cm2 is the total neutron flux per 1 cm2, where neutrons are weighted with their energy to normalize them to 1

MeV, based on the neutron-induced damage in silicon [69]

22

✤ Requirements;
✤ Energy resolution;

✤ σE < 5% @ 105 MeV
✤ Cluster position resolution;

✤ σx < 1 cm
✤ Fast timing response

✤ ft < 100 nsec
✤ Operational in B-field (1T)

✤ Purposes;
1)Measure electron energy with a good 

resolution
2)Provide hit position with electron 

trajectory at the ECAL position
3)Provide the trigger and the timing 

information

✤ Solutions;
✤ Highly segmented scintillating 

crystals with high light yield 
and fast response

✤ LYSO
✤ Silicon-based photodiode & 

low-noise preamplifier
✤ APD (Avalanche photodiode)



ECAL (2/4), LYSO Crystal
19
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✤ R&D in the collaboration
✤ Choice of the candidate crystals

✤ GSO: 20x20x150mm3 (10.9X0)
✤ LYSO: 20x20x120mm2 (10.5X0)

Fig. 61: A schematic layout of the electron calorimeter system. The matrix structures inside the red circle represent the

LYSO crystal array.

Table 7: Characteristics of inorganic scintillator crystals. The superscript of f and s represent the fast component and the

slow component, respectively.

GSO(Ce) LYSO PWO CsI(pure)

Density (g/cm3) 6.71 7.40 8.3 4.51

Radiation length (cm) 1.38 1.14 0.89 1.86

Moliere radius (cm) 2.23 2.07 2.00 3.57

Decay constant (ns) 600s, 56 f 40 30s, 10 f 35s,6 f

Wave length (nm) 430 420 425s, 420 f 420s, 310 f

Refractive index at peak emission 1.85 1.82 2.20 1.95

Light yield (NaI(Tl)=100) 3s, 30 f 83 0.083s, 0.29 f 3.6s,1.1 f

References [77–80] [81] [82] [81]
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✤ Performance-cost evaluation
✤ Test-beam experiment has been carried out to decide the choice

✤ With 5x5mm2 APDs, 1st prototype preamp, and 105 MeV/c electron
✤ Our decision from the results is LYSO

LYSO Crystal
• R&Ds in the collaboration 
• Choice of the candidate crystals 

• GSO (Hitachi-Chemical) 
• 20x20x150 mm3 (10.9 X0) 

• LYSO (Saint-Gobain) 
• 20x20x120 mm3 (10.5 X0) 

• Performance-cost evaluation 
• Beam test was carried out in March 
2014 

• 5x5 mm2 APDs 
• 1st prototype preamplifier 
• Our decision from the results is 
LYSO.

GSO crystal

!me$(ns)� !me$(ns)�

GSO LYSO
Waveform

Beam test

Energy Resolution

3

LYSO Crystal
• R&Ds in the collaboration 
• Choice of the candidate crystals 

• GSO (Hitachi-Chemical) 
• 20x20x150 mm3 (10.9 X0) 

• LYSO (Saint-Gobain) 
• 20x20x120 mm3 (10.5 X0) 

• Performance-cost evaluation 
• Beam test was carried out in March 
2014 

• 5x5 mm2 APDs 
• 1st prototype preamplifier 
• Our decision from the results is 
LYSO.

GSO crystal

!me$(ns)� !me$(ns)�

GSO LYSO
Waveform

Beam test

Energy Resolution

3



ECAL (3/4), Assembly
20
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✤ Module-base assembly is employed
✤ Basic unit = 2x2 crystal matrix module
✤ × 480 modules to cover the full cross-section of detector fiducial

Fig. 64: The module structure in the ECAL. (a) 1 crystal + 1 APD on PCB, (b) 2!2 crystal matrix module, (c) super-module

consisting of 4!4 modules (= 64 crystals) and feedthrough

Fig. 65: Detail of the one crystal structure.

These preliminary tests also confirmed that both GSO and LYSO could meet the position resolution

requirement of less than 1 cm.

Based on the prototype ECAL results in the test experiment, the cost-performance evaluation on

GSO and LYSO has been made and our decision of the crystal choice for the ECAL is LYSO.

Achieving the energy resolution and position resolution requirements by using the LYSO crystal in

the first ECAL prototype system, the further performance improvements have been studied towards

the determination of the final design. A second LYSO prototype has been constructed and tested at the

GeV-! Experimental Hall in ELPH of Tohoku University. For this the APD used was the Hamamatsu

S8664-1010 which has a larger active area of 10!10 mm2, and hence the capability to collect more

scintillation photons.

61/106

board is similar to the ROESTI board (described in Section 6.2), but a differential-to-single ended

signal converters are connected to the inputs. For the trigger, analogue signals from each block of

2!2 crystals are summed up by an analogue adder (in the Front-End cards), and the summed signal

is then shaped. All summed signals are then fed to the Pre-Trigger. The number of trigger cells in

the full ECAL will be too large to be processed in one module; therefore, four identical Pre-Trigger

modules will be used, each of which will process the signals from one quarter of the crystal matrix.

The latest prototype of the electronics is designed so that it has the same structure as above and

improved noise performance, and has the appropriate form-factor for the ECAL mechanical design.

To confirm the expected performance, a beam test was carried out and the results are described in

Section 6.3.3.

6.3.2. Module, readout and mechanical structure. The basic unit of the ECAL is a 2!2 crystal

matrix module with 480 modules to cover the full cross-section of the detector region.

A prototype module is shown in Fig. 63. The current design of the module structure for the ECAL

is shown in Fig. 64 and the detail of one crystal structure is shown in Fig. 65. A polished crystal is

first wrapped by a reflector film (3M ESR) together with a silicone rubber optical interface (ELJEN

Technology, EJ-560) and a PCB on which the APD (Hamamatsu S8664-55 APD, similar but smaller

than the S8664-1010) is attached. An LED with a wavelength similar to that of the LYSO scintillation

photon (420 nm), is also placed on the PCB and is used to flash light for monitoring purpose. This one

crystal structure is then wrapped by a layer of Teflon tape from Saint-Gobain. Four wrapped crystals

are then used to construct the 2!2 matrix module, which is wrapped by an aluminized Mylar film.

The modules are further arranged to form a super-module (Fig. 64 (c)).

Fig. 63: A prototype of the 2!2 crystal matrix module (without the preamplifier board).

6.3.3. Prototype studies. A first ECAL prototype was tested in a 65–145 MeV/c electron beam

at Tohoku University. It consisted of 7 ! 7 crystals with 7 preamplifier boards and the prototype

electronics but with the Hamamatsu S8664-55 APD with an active area of 5!5 mm2 rather than the

currently preferred S8664-1010. The resolution was obtained by converting the signal from each of

the 49 crystals to an energy deposit and then the energy deposit for the prototype ECAL obtained with

a simple clustering algorithm. Tests were conducted with both GSO and LYSO crystals.

Figure 66 shows the energy resolution as a function of beam energy. The resolution at 105 MeV

was 5.50 ± 0.02 (stat) ± 0.04 (syst) % for GSO, and 4.91 ± 0.01 (stat) ± 0.07 (syst) % for LYSO.

The LYSO crystals are found to meet the required energy resolution of better than 5 % at 105 MeV.
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Figure 4.6: PCB layout of the (left) front and (right) back sides of the APD holder board. The APD is mounted
on a corner, and the temperature sensor is attached next to it. The LED is installed on the opposite side of the
APD.

(a) Front side without APD (b) Back side (c) 2 ! 2 APD holder boards

Figure 4.7: APD holder boards. (a) The white frame covers the temperature sensor and the LED with the ND
filter. The APD is mounted on the black sheet. (b) Slow control cables are attached with a connector. The
coaxial cable is divided and soldered to the holes close to the APD pin sockets. (c) The four boards of a block
module are aligned such that all APDs gather at the center.

wires: one for grounding, two for the LED, and two for the temperature sensor. Since only one
board contains the temperature sensor; the board in the picture does not have its cables. The board
has another symmetric layout to concentrate all APDs to the center of the block module. Finally, an
optical connector (EJ-560 of Eljen Technology) is used to connect the APD and the crystal. The total
thickness is optimized to be 0.5 mm thicker than the white frame so that it does not touch the crystal.

The temperature sensor is a platinum resistance temperature detector of the SMD0805V series
of Heraeus Holding GmbH. It has a large temperature coe!cient of 3850 ppm/K, which enables it
to measure its temperature. Although this type of sensor requires four-wire sensing6, we use two-
wire sensing to reduce the wires across the feedthrough. The sensor has the maximum resistance
in the series (10 k"), which is considerably higher than the total unknown resistance in the wires
and electrode contacts that would be a few tens " at most. Such a high resistance does not heat up.
The sensor was examined in the irradiation tests at Kobe University and Kyushu University, and it

6Four-wire sensing uses two pairs of wires separately for supplying the current and for voltage sensing to eliminate
finite resistance in the wires and their contacts from the measurement
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A Single Completed Module

Front view w/o APD

Back view 2x2 APD board
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✤ Last prototype (with the final matrix configuration but only 16 modules, 
LYSO size, APD, FE-electronics, signal feedthrough) was constructed.
✤ Test-beam experiment with 105 MeV/c electron was conducted

Hajime NISHIGUCHI (KEK)                                       ”The StrECAL System for COMET”                     NuFact2021,6-11/Sep/2021, Cagliari/Virtual 
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A Study of the Performance of the Tracker 
and Calorimeter for the COMET Experiment
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5タイプのシンボルロゴ

�タイプのシンボルロゴは、それぞれ十分検討したうえでシンボルとロゴを組み合せて

あります。原則として、これ以外のやり方で、シンボルとロゴタイプを組み合わせるこ

とはできません。

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプ、
および英文ロゴタイプを天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプを
天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプを
左右方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと英文ロゴタイプを
天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと英文ロゴタイプを
左右方向に組み合わせたタイプ

天地方向の組み合せ 左右方向の組み合せ

和
文
＋
英
文

和
文

英
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なし

基本要素

Kou Oishi, Kyushu University, Japan, on behalf of the COMET collaboration
CLFV2019 : The 3rd International Conference on Charged Lepton Flavor Violation @ Fukuoka, Japan. 17th-19th June 2019

COMET Experiment

1. Crystal-segmented calorimeter
✦ ~2000 crystals (~1m diameter)

2. LYSO inorganic crystal scintillator
✦ High density (7.1 g/cm3), high light yield (70% NaI), and 

fast decay constant (40 nsec)

3. 10×10 mm2 APD photo sensor
4. Temperature monitor
5. LED calibration source

Performance of ECAL

   April, 2016

COMET&Phase,I

Technical&Design&Report&&
!

January,&2014July, 2016    

  All the requirements satisfied.

Ibaraki, Japan

Main Ring
LINAC

e-

Straw Tube Tracker
Measures momentum w/ σP < 200 keV/c.

ECAL
 (Electron Calorimeter)

Measures energy and time-of-flight.
Triggers readout.

High intensity proton beam @ J-PARC
Phase-I (2022)

Sensitivity of ~ 10−15

Beam measurement programme to 
 investigate profiles of time,  
 momentum, and particle kinds.

Phase-II (202x)
Sensitivity of ~ 10−18

Very low branching ratio in the SM.

In physics beyond the SM,

 A clear signal of new physics
 Decay In Orbit is the most severe BG.
  → Good momentum resolution required

μ-e Conversion
Al

Muon Capture

νμ
νe

νμ
μ-e Conversion

105 MeV

104.5103.5
Momentum Spectrum of e−

(MeV/c)

the DIO electrons is presented in Section 17.2. In this study, the momentum cut of 103.6 MeV/c <
Pe < 106.0 MeV/c, where Pe is the momentum of electron, is determined as shown in Fig. 107 [61].
According to this study, the contamination from DIO electrons of 0.01 events is expected for a single
event sensitivity of the µ!N ! e!N conversion of 3.1" 10!15.
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Figure 106: Left: Distributions of the reconstructed µ!N ! e!N conversion signals and reconstructed DIO
events. The vertical scale is normalized so that the integrated area of the signal is equal to one event with its
branching ratio of B(µN ! eN) = 3.1" 10!15. Right: The integrated fractions of the µ!N ! e!N conversion
signals and DIO events as a function of the low side of the integration range and the high side of the integration
range is 106 MeV/c. The momentum window for signals is selected to be fro 103.6 MeV/c to 106 MeV/c so
that the DIO contamination would be 0.01 events.

16.1.4 Time window for signals

The muons stopped in the muon-stopping target have the lifetime of a muonic atom. The lifetime
of muons in aluminium is about 864 nanoseconds. The µ!N ! e!N conversion electrons can be
measured between the proton pulses to avoid beam-related background events. However, some beam-
related backgrounds would come late after the prompt timing, such as pions in a muon beam. There-
fore, the time window for search is chosen to start at some time after the prompt timing. As discussed
in Section 16.2, the starting time of time window of measurement of 700 nanoseconds is assumed,
although it would be optimized in the future o!ine analysis.

The acceptance due to the time window cut, !time, can be given by,

!time =
Ntime

Nall
, (9)

Ntime =
n!

i=1

" t2+Tsep(i!1)

t1+Tsep(i!1)
N(t)dt, (10)

where Nall and Ntime are the number of muons stopped in the target and the number of muons which
can decay in the window, respectively, Tsep is the time separation between the proton pulses, t1 and t2
are the start time and the close time of the measurement time window, respectively, and n indicates
the window for the nth pulse. The time distribution of the muon decay timing N(t) is obtained by
Monte Carlo simulations. In our case, t1 and t2 are 700 nsec and 1100 nsec, respectively and Tsep is
1.17 µsec, and !time of 0.3 is obtained.

16.1.5 Net Acceptance of signals

it is assumed that the e"ciencies of trigger, DAQ, and reconstruction e"cacy are about 0.8 for each.
From these, the net acceptance for the µ!N ! e!N conversion signal, Aµ-e = 0.043 is obtained. The
breakdown of the acceptance is shown in Table 24.
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ਤ 4.2: Saint-Gobainࣾ LYSO݁থɻ ਤ 4.3: APD S8664-1010ɻ

LYSO ݁থɺࣹࡐɺAPDɺLEDɺAPD ൘ɺεϖʔαʔج 1 ͔ͭͣͭΒͳΔɻ·ͨɺॎԣ

2 ! 2ͷηάϝϯτݕग़ثͷΛݕग़ثϞδϡʔϧͱݺশ͢Δɻ͜Εɺηάϝϯτݕग़ث 4

ͭɺԹܭ 1ͭɺηάϝϯτݕग़ثΛ·ͱΊΔࣹ͔ࡐΒͳΔɻޙ࠷ʹɺॎԣ 4! 4ͷݕग़ث

ϞδϡʔϧͷΛεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧͱݺশ͢Δɻ

ΔͨΊɺਅۭνΣϯόʔʹઃ͢ڀݚΛ࡞ΕΔਅۭதͰͷಈ͞ٻཁ͍͓ͯʹػɺ࣮ػ࡞ࢼ

ஔ͢Δɻ͜ͷਅۭνΣϯόʔ෦ʹεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧΛઃஔ͢ΔɻϙϦςτϥϑϧΦϩΤν

Ϩϯ (PTFE: Polytetrafluoroethylene)ͷ۩ʹΑΓɺεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧΛࠨӈͱ্ํ͔

Βԡ͚͑ͭͯ͞ݻఆ͢Δɻ֤ݕग़ثͷ৴߸ϑΟʔυεϧʔج൘Λ௨ͯ͠ɺਅۭνΣϯόʔ
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͢Δɻ

ҎԼͰ֤ύʔπʹ͍ͭͯड़Δɻ

LYSO݁থ

ECALʹ༻͍Δ LYSO݁থͱͯ͠ɺSaint-Gobainࣾͱ OXIDEࣾͷ͕ީิͱͳ͍ͬͯ

Δɻਤ 4.2ʹ Saint-Gobainࣾͷ LYSO݁থͷࣸਅΛࣔ͢ɻ྆ LYSO݁থͷαΠζɺ࣮
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ୈ 4.2ষʹ͓͍ͯड़Δɻ

ثग़ݕޫ

ͱͯ͠ɺদϗτχΫεࣾثग़ݕޫ APD S8664-1010 [40]Λ࠾༻ͨ͠ɻ͜Εडޫ໘ͷ

αΠζ͕ 10 ! 10 mm2 Ͱ͋ΓɺLYSO ݁থͷγϯνϨʔγϣϯޫͷ 420 nm ʹରͯ͠

70%Ҏ্ͷޮࢠྔ͍ߴΛͭɻ༻ͨ͠ APDͷࣸਅΛਤ 4.3ʹࣔ͢ɻAPDͱ LYSO݁থ

ɺ1 mmްͷ Eljen TechnologyࣾγϦίϯΫοΩʔ EJ-560 [41]Ͱޫֶతʹଓ͢Δɻ

APDɺԹܭͱ LEDͱಉҰͷج൘ (APDج൘)্ʹઃஔ͢ΔɻAPDͷ৴߸ɺπΠε

τέʔϒϧʹΑͬͯಡΈग़͢ɻECAL جड़ͷதؒޙͰɺ͜ͷέʔϒϧΛܭઃظͷॳػ࡞ࢼ

LYSO crystal

ECAL Prototype

Performance @ 105 MeV
Energy Resolution 3.9%
Position Resolution 7.7 mm

Time Resolution 0.53 nsec
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   Different responses of ECAL to e/μ/π were measured @ PSI, 
Switzerland in 2015.
   PID efficiency > 90% is achievable by combining with time-
of-flight (TOF) variable, which is measured by the tracker + ECAL.

ECAL response to e/μ/π PID efficiency evaluated w/ energy(data) + TOF(MC)

Bunched Proton Beam

ECAL Prototype 
& Vacuum Chamber

2×2 Crystals module
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 w/o Term (d)totσExtracted 

★ The tracker & ECAL prototypes were tested 
together. (Tohoku Univ. 2017 March)

★ All the detector and electronics worked 
properly.

★ Achieved a vacuum pressure < 1 Pa.
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ͷ૿ՃΛট͕͘ɺLEDͷۦಈʹ͕ੜͨ͡߹ͰɺӨڹΛड͚Δνϟϯωϧ͕ 4νϟ
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The position resolution of the straw tube was 
evaluated and achieved the requirement of < 200 μm. 
The gas mixture of Ar:C2H6 showed a better 
performance.
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Figure 11.33: Full-scale prototype; (Left) Partially completed without vacuum wall, (Right) Whole
view of the completed full-scale prototype

2016, with the various momentum electron beam. The setup for the beam test is schemati-
cally shown in Figure 11.34 (Left), and its photo is also shown in Figure 11.34 (Right). Here

Figure 11.34: Test-beam setup; (Left) Schematic view of the setup, (Right) Photo of set up viewing
from the upstream.

“BDC” means the “beam-difining counter” which consists of bidirectional 1-mm-thick scinti-
fibre counters, and “FC” means the “finger counter” which consists of finger-size 1-mm-thick
thin plastic schintillator counters. Trigger signal is made by the coincidence between two FCs
and “TC” (Timing Counter) which consists of high light yield plastic scintillator with the fast
fine-mesh PMT to provide the precise timing measurement. The electron beam momenta is
varied between 50-300 MeV/c.
Figure 11.35 shows the measured detection e�ciency for the gas mixture of Ar/C2H6(50/50) as
a function of applied HV. Straw single e�ciency is measured by counting the number of proper
hits in layer-2 and counting the number of tracks in layer-2 which is reconstructed by the hits
in layer-1 and layer-3. As shown in Figure 11.35 (Left), high enough HV, higher than 1800
V, guarantees the full e�ciency. However, due to the small but finite gap between each straw
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Y. Fujii @ CLFV2016

StrawTracker

• Straw Tube Tracker consists of ~2500 straw tubes
• Main tracker for Phase-I beam measurement / Phase-II 

physics measurement
• Operation in vacuum
• 20/12um thick, 9.8/5mmΦ straw tube for Phase-I/Phase-II
• Gas mixture candidates: Ar:C2H6=50:50, Ar:CO2=70:30
• Complete the mass production of Phase-I straw tube

22
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Phase-I straw tubes Full-scale straw tracker prototype

StrECAL Combined Test

Straw Tracker Prototype
1. Full-scale Phase-I straw tube chamber w/ 20 μm thickness

✦ In Phase-II, more thinner tubes (12 μm) will be used.

2. 16 straw tubes (3 layers) / axis
3. Operated in a vacuum chamber.
4. Two candidate gas mixtures

✦ Ar:C2H6 (50:50) and Ar:CO2 (70:30)

Performance of Straw Tracker
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A Study of the Performance of the Tracker 
and Calorimeter for the COMET Experiment
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5タイプのシンボルロゴ

�タイプのシンボルロゴは、それぞれ十分検討したうえでシンボルとロゴを組み合せて

あります。原則として、これ以外のやり方で、シンボルとロゴタイプを組み合わせるこ

とはできません。

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプ、
および英文ロゴタイプを天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプを
天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプを
左右方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと英文ロゴタイプを
天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと英文ロゴタイプを
左右方向に組み合わせたタイプ

天地方向の組み合せ 左右方向の組み合せ

和
文
＋
英
文

和
文

英
文

なし

基本要素

Kou Oishi, Kyushu University, Japan, on behalf of the COMET collaboration
CLFV2019 : The 3rd International Conference on Charged Lepton Flavor Violation @ Fukuoka, Japan. 17th-19th June 2019

COMET Experiment

1. Crystal-segmented calorimeter
✦ ~2000 crystals (~1m diameter)

2. LYSO inorganic crystal scintillator
✦ High density (7.1 g/cm3), high light yield (70% NaI), and 

fast decay constant (40 nsec)

3. 10×10 mm2 APD photo sensor
4. Temperature monitor
5. LED calibration source

Performance of ECAL

   April, 2016

COMET&Phase,I

Technical&Design&Report&&
!

January,&2014July, 2016    

  All the requirements satisfied.

Ibaraki, Japan

Main Ring
LINAC

e-

Straw Tube Tracker
Measures momentum w/ σP < 200 keV/c.

ECAL
 (Electron Calorimeter)

Measures energy and time-of-flight.
Triggers readout.

High intensity proton beam @ J-PARC
Phase-I (2022)

Sensitivity of ~ 10−15

Beam measurement programme to 
 investigate profiles of time,  
 momentum, and particle kinds.

Phase-II (202x)
Sensitivity of ~ 10−18

Very low branching ratio in the SM.

In physics beyond the SM,

 A clear signal of new physics
 Decay In Orbit is the most severe BG.
  → Good momentum resolution required

μ-e Conversion
Al

Muon Capture

νμ
νe

νμ
μ-e Conversion

105 MeV

104.5103.5
Momentum Spectrum of e−

(MeV/c)

the DIO electrons is presented in Section 17.2. In this study, the momentum cut of 103.6 MeV/c <
Pe < 106.0 MeV/c, where Pe is the momentum of electron, is determined as shown in Fig. 107 [61].
According to this study, the contamination from DIO electrons of 0.01 events is expected for a single
event sensitivity of the µ!N ! e!N conversion of 3.1" 10!15.
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Figure 106: Left: Distributions of the reconstructed µ!N ! e!N conversion signals and reconstructed DIO
events. The vertical scale is normalized so that the integrated area of the signal is equal to one event with its
branching ratio of B(µN ! eN) = 3.1" 10!15. Right: The integrated fractions of the µ!N ! e!N conversion
signals and DIO events as a function of the low side of the integration range and the high side of the integration
range is 106 MeV/c. The momentum window for signals is selected to be fro 103.6 MeV/c to 106 MeV/c so
that the DIO contamination would be 0.01 events.

16.1.4 Time window for signals

The muons stopped in the muon-stopping target have the lifetime of a muonic atom. The lifetime
of muons in aluminium is about 864 nanoseconds. The µ!N ! e!N conversion electrons can be
measured between the proton pulses to avoid beam-related background events. However, some beam-
related backgrounds would come late after the prompt timing, such as pions in a muon beam. There-
fore, the time window for search is chosen to start at some time after the prompt timing. As discussed
in Section 16.2, the starting time of time window of measurement of 700 nanoseconds is assumed,
although it would be optimized in the future o!ine analysis.

The acceptance due to the time window cut, !time, can be given by,

!time =
Ntime

Nall
, (9)

Ntime =
n!

i=1

" t2+Tsep(i!1)

t1+Tsep(i!1)
N(t)dt, (10)

where Nall and Ntime are the number of muons stopped in the target and the number of muons which
can decay in the window, respectively, Tsep is the time separation between the proton pulses, t1 and t2
are the start time and the close time of the measurement time window, respectively, and n indicates
the window for the nth pulse. The time distribution of the muon decay timing N(t) is obtained by
Monte Carlo simulations. In our case, t1 and t2 are 700 nsec and 1100 nsec, respectively and Tsep is
1.17 µsec, and !time of 0.3 is obtained.

16.1.5 Net Acceptance of signals

it is assumed that the e"ciencies of trigger, DAQ, and reconstruction e"cacy are about 0.8 for each.
From these, the net acceptance for the µ!N ! e!N conversion signal, Aµ-e = 0.043 is obtained. The
breakdown of the acceptance is shown in Table 24.
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B(µ�Al⇥ e�Al) � O(10�15)

B(µ�Al� e�Al) < O(10�54)

e−

μ−
μ−

μ−
e−

Decay 
in Orbit

StrECAL Detector

C-Shape Muon 
Transport Solenoid

Pion Production Target

Muon Stopping Target

Electron Spectrometer

Phase-II 
Geometry

Beam Measurement 
in Phase-I
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ਤ 4.2: Saint-Gobainࣾ LYSO݁থɻ ਤ 4.3: APD S8664-1010ɻ

LYSO ݁থɺࣹࡐɺAPDɺLEDɺAPD ൘ɺεϖʔαʔج 1 ͔ͭͣͭΒͳΔɻ·ͨɺॎԣ

2 ! 2ͷηάϝϯτݕग़ثͷΛݕग़ثϞδϡʔϧͱݺশ͢Δɻ͜Εɺηάϝϯτݕग़ث 4

ͭɺԹܭ 1ͭɺηάϝϯτݕग़ثΛ·ͱΊΔࣹ͔ࡐΒͳΔɻޙ࠷ʹɺॎԣ 4! 4ͷݕग़ث

ϞδϡʔϧͷΛεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧͱݺশ͢Δɻ

ΔͨΊɺਅۭνΣϯόʔʹઃ͢ڀݚΛ࡞ΕΔਅۭதͰͷಈ͞ٻཁ͍͓ͯʹػɺ࣮ػ࡞ࢼ

ஔ͢Δɻ͜ͷਅۭνΣϯόʔ෦ʹεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧΛઃஔ͢ΔɻϙϦςτϥϑϧΦϩΤν

Ϩϯ (PTFE: Polytetrafluoroethylene)ͷ۩ʹΑΓɺεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧΛࠨӈͱ্ํ͔

Βԡ͚͑ͭͯ͞ݻఆ͢Δɻ֤ݕग़ثͷ৴߸ϑΟʔυεϧʔج൘Λ௨ͯ͠ɺਅۭνΣϯόʔ

֎ͷલஈ૿෯ثʹೖྗ͢Δɻલஈ૿෯͔ثΒग़ྗ͞ΕΔ৴߸ɺهܗஔΛ༻͍ͯه

͢Δɻ

ҎԼͰ֤ύʔπʹ͍ͭͯड़Δɻ

LYSO݁থ

ECALʹ༻͍Δ LYSO݁থͱͯ͠ɺSaint-Gobainࣾͱ OXIDEࣾͷ͕ީิͱͳ͍ͬͯ

Δɻਤ 4.2ʹ Saint-Gobainࣾͷ LYSO݁থͷࣸਅΛࣔ͢ɻ྆ LYSO݁থͷαΠζɺ࣮

ͱಉ͡ػ 20 ! 20 ! 120 mm3 Ͱ͋ΔɻຊڀݚͰ྆݁থͷੑࠩʹ͍ͭͯධՁͨ͠ɻ͜Ε

ୈ 4.2ষʹ͓͍ͯड़Δɻ

ثग़ݕޫ

ͱͯ͠ɺদϗτχΫεࣾثग़ݕޫ APD S8664-1010 [40]Λ࠾༻ͨ͠ɻ͜Εडޫ໘ͷ

αΠζ͕ 10 ! 10 mm2 Ͱ͋ΓɺLYSO ݁থͷγϯνϨʔγϣϯޫͷ 420 nm ʹରͯ͠

70%Ҏ্ͷޮࢠྔ͍ߴΛͭɻ༻ͨ͠ APDͷࣸਅΛਤ 4.3ʹࣔ͢ɻAPDͱ LYSO݁থ

ɺ1 mmްͷ Eljen TechnologyࣾγϦίϯΫοΩʔ EJ-560 [41]Ͱޫֶతʹଓ͢Δɻ

APDɺԹܭͱ LEDͱಉҰͷج൘ (APDج൘)্ʹઃஔ͢ΔɻAPDͷ৴߸ɺπΠε

τέʔϒϧʹΑͬͯಡΈग़͢ɻECAL جड़ͷதؒޙͰɺ͜ͷέʔϒϧΛܭઃظͷॳػ࡞ࢼ

LYSO crystal

ECAL Prototype

Performance @ 105 MeV
Energy Resolution 3.9%
Position Resolution 7.7 mm

Time Resolution 0.53 nsec

Particle Identification (PID)
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   Different responses of ECAL to e/μ/π were measured @ PSI, 
Switzerland in 2015.
   PID efficiency > 90% is achievable by combining with time-
of-flight (TOF) variable, which is measured by the tracker + ECAL.

ECAL response to e/μ/π PID efficiency evaluated w/ energy(data) + TOF(MC)

Bunched Proton Beam

ECAL Prototype 
& Vacuum Chamber

2×2 Crystals module
wrapped by Al mylar bag
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 w/o Term (d)totσExtracted 

★ The tracker & ECAL prototypes were tested 
together. (Tohoku Univ. 2017 March)

★ All the detector and electronics worked 
properly.

★ Achieved a vacuum pressure < 1 Pa.
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ͷ૿ՃΛট͕͘ɺLEDͷۦಈʹ͕ੜͨ͡߹ͰɺӨڹΛड͚Δνϟϯωϧ͕ 4νϟ

ϯωϧͷΈͰࡁΉͱ͍͏ར͕͋Δɻ

LEDΛۦಈͤ͞Δࠩಈ৴߸Λ࣮͢ݱΔͨΊʹɺύϫʔτϥϯδελΛ༻͍͕ͯͨ͠ɺ֤

ૉࢠͷݸମ͔ࠩΒ̎ۃͷλΠϛϯάΛଗ͑Δࣄ͔ͬͨ͠ɻͦ͜ͰɺࠩಈΞϯϓΛ༻͍ΔΑ

͏มͨ͠ߋɻҎલʹࠩಈΞϯϓΛ༻͢ΔҊ͕͋ͬͨɺ64νϟϯωϧͷిྲྀڅڙͰ͖
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8.2 ϏʔϜݧࢼ

2017 3݄ʹɺࠓճͷϏʔϜݧࢼͱಉ͡౦େֶిޫࢠཧֶڀݚηϯλʔʹͯɺϏʔϜࢼ

Λ༧ఆ͍ͯ͠Δɻ͜͜Ͱલड़ͷվྑΛՃ͑ͨݧ ECALػ࡞ࢼͷੑධՁΛ͏ߦɻ·ͨɺετ

ϩʔνϡʔϒඈݕग़ثͱΈ߹Θͤͨݧࢼ͏ߦɻܭࡏݱը͍ͯ͠ΔϏʔϜݧࢼͷηοτ

ΞοϓͷࣜਤΛਤ 8.3ʹࣔ͢ɻ̎ͷ BDCɺετϩʔνϡʔϒඈݕग़ثɺECALΛɺશ

ͯಉҰͷਅۭϘϦϡʔϜʹઃஔ͠ϏʔϜݧࢼΛ͏ߦɻ͜ͷ BDCɺਅۭதͰͷಈ࡞ʹରԠ

ͨ͠όʔδϣϯͰ͋Γɺࡏݱ։ൃதͰ͋Δɻ

ਤ 8.3: 2017 ࣭Ͱ͋ΔײͷηοτΞοϓͷࣜਤɻ༗ݧࢼըதͷϏʔϜܭʹ3݄ BDCͷ
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The position resolution of the straw tube was 
evaluated and achieved the requirement of < 200 μm. 
The gas mixture of Ar:C2H6 showed a better 
performance.
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Figure 11.33: Full-scale prototype; (Left) Partially completed without vacuum wall, (Right) Whole
view of the completed full-scale prototype

2016, with the various momentum electron beam. The setup for the beam test is schemati-
cally shown in Figure 11.34 (Left), and its photo is also shown in Figure 11.34 (Right). Here

Figure 11.34: Test-beam setup; (Left) Schematic view of the setup, (Right) Photo of set up viewing
from the upstream.

“BDC” means the “beam-difining counter” which consists of bidirectional 1-mm-thick scinti-
fibre counters, and “FC” means the “finger counter” which consists of finger-size 1-mm-thick
thin plastic schintillator counters. Trigger signal is made by the coincidence between two FCs
and “TC” (Timing Counter) which consists of high light yield plastic scintillator with the fast
fine-mesh PMT to provide the precise timing measurement. The electron beam momenta is
varied between 50-300 MeV/c.
Figure 11.35 shows the measured detection e�ciency for the gas mixture of Ar/C2H6(50/50) as
a function of applied HV. Straw single e�ciency is measured by counting the number of proper
hits in layer-2 and counting the number of tracks in layer-2 which is reconstructed by the hits
in layer-1 and layer-3. As shown in Figure 11.35 (Left), high enough HV, higher than 1800
V, guarantees the full e�ciency. However, due to the small but finite gap between each straw
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Y. Fujii @ CLFV2016

StrawTracker

• Straw Tube Tracker consists of ~2500 straw tubes
• Main tracker for Phase-I beam measurement / Phase-II 

physics measurement
• Operation in vacuum
• 20/12um thick, 9.8/5mmΦ straw tube for Phase-I/Phase-II
• Gas mixture candidates: Ar:C2H6=50:50, Ar:CO2=70:30
• Complete the mass production of Phase-I straw tube

22
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Phase-I straw tubes Full-scale straw tracker prototype

StrECAL Combined Test

Straw Tracker Prototype
1. Full-scale Phase-I straw tube chamber w/ 20 μm thickness

✦ In Phase-II, more thinner tubes (12 μm) will be used.

2. 16 straw tubes (3 layers) / axis
3. Operated in a vacuum chamber.
4. Two candidate gas mixtures

✦ Ar:C2H6 (50:50) and Ar:CO2 (70:30)

Performance of Straw Tracker
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A Study of the Performance of the Tracker 
and Calorimeter for the COMET Experiment
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5タイプのシンボルロゴ

�タイプのシンボルロゴは、それぞれ十分検討したうえでシンボルとロゴを組み合せて

あります。原則として、これ以外のやり方で、シンボルとロゴタイプを組み合わせるこ

とはできません。

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプ、
および英文ロゴタイプを天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプを
天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプを
左右方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと英文ロゴタイプを
天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと英文ロゴタイプを
左右方向に組み合わせたタイプ

天地方向の組み合せ 左右方向の組み合せ

和
文
＋
英
文

和
文

英
文

なし

基本要素

Kou Oishi, Kyushu University, Japan, on behalf of the COMET collaboration
CLFV2019 : The 3rd International Conference on Charged Lepton Flavor Violation @ Fukuoka, Japan. 17th-19th June 2019

COMET Experiment

1. Crystal-segmented calorimeter
✦ ~2000 crystals (~1m diameter)

2. LYSO inorganic crystal scintillator
✦ High density (7.1 g/cm3), high light yield (70% NaI), and 

fast decay constant (40 nsec)

3. 10×10 mm2 APD photo sensor
4. Temperature monitor
5. LED calibration source

Performance of ECAL

   April, 2016

COMET&Phase,I

Technical&Design&Report&&
!

January,&2014July, 2016    

  All the requirements satisfied.

Ibaraki, Japan

Main Ring
LINAC

e-

Straw Tube Tracker
Measures momentum w/ σP < 200 keV/c.

ECAL
 (Electron Calorimeter)

Measures energy and time-of-flight.
Triggers readout.

High intensity proton beam @ J-PARC
Phase-I (2022)

Sensitivity of ~ 10−15

Beam measurement programme to 
 investigate profiles of time,  
 momentum, and particle kinds.

Phase-II (202x)
Sensitivity of ~ 10−18

Very low branching ratio in the SM.

In physics beyond the SM,

 A clear signal of new physics
 Decay In Orbit is the most severe BG.
  → Good momentum resolution required

μ-e Conversion
Al

Muon Capture

νμ
νe

νμ
μ-e Conversion

105 MeV

104.5103.5
Momentum Spectrum of e−

(MeV/c)

the DIO electrons is presented in Section 17.2. In this study, the momentum cut of 103.6 MeV/c <
Pe < 106.0 MeV/c, where Pe is the momentum of electron, is determined as shown in Fig. 107 [61].
According to this study, the contamination from DIO electrons of 0.01 events is expected for a single
event sensitivity of the µ!N ! e!N conversion of 3.1" 10!15.
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Figure 106: Left: Distributions of the reconstructed µ!N ! e!N conversion signals and reconstructed DIO
events. The vertical scale is normalized so that the integrated area of the signal is equal to one event with its
branching ratio of B(µN ! eN) = 3.1" 10!15. Right: The integrated fractions of the µ!N ! e!N conversion
signals and DIO events as a function of the low side of the integration range and the high side of the integration
range is 106 MeV/c. The momentum window for signals is selected to be fro 103.6 MeV/c to 106 MeV/c so
that the DIO contamination would be 0.01 events.

16.1.4 Time window for signals

The muons stopped in the muon-stopping target have the lifetime of a muonic atom. The lifetime
of muons in aluminium is about 864 nanoseconds. The µ!N ! e!N conversion electrons can be
measured between the proton pulses to avoid beam-related background events. However, some beam-
related backgrounds would come late after the prompt timing, such as pions in a muon beam. There-
fore, the time window for search is chosen to start at some time after the prompt timing. As discussed
in Section 16.2, the starting time of time window of measurement of 700 nanoseconds is assumed,
although it would be optimized in the future o!ine analysis.

The acceptance due to the time window cut, !time, can be given by,

!time =
Ntime

Nall
, (9)

Ntime =
n!

i=1

" t2+Tsep(i!1)

t1+Tsep(i!1)
N(t)dt, (10)

where Nall and Ntime are the number of muons stopped in the target and the number of muons which
can decay in the window, respectively, Tsep is the time separation between the proton pulses, t1 and t2
are the start time and the close time of the measurement time window, respectively, and n indicates
the window for the nth pulse. The time distribution of the muon decay timing N(t) is obtained by
Monte Carlo simulations. In our case, t1 and t2 are 700 nsec and 1100 nsec, respectively and Tsep is
1.17 µsec, and !time of 0.3 is obtained.

16.1.5 Net Acceptance of signals

it is assumed that the e"ciencies of trigger, DAQ, and reconstruction e"cacy are about 0.8 for each.
From these, the net acceptance for the µ!N ! e!N conversion signal, Aµ-e = 0.043 is obtained. The
breakdown of the acceptance is shown in Table 24.
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B(µ�Al⇥ e�Al) � O(10�15)

B(µ�Al� e�Al) < O(10�54)

e−

μ−
μ−

μ−
e−

Decay 
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StrECAL Detector

C-Shape Muon 
Transport Solenoid

Pion Production Target

Muon Stopping Target

Electron Spectrometer

Phase-II 
Geometry

Beam Measurement 
in Phase-I
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ਤ 4.2: Saint-Gobainࣾ LYSO݁থɻ ਤ 4.3: APD S8664-1010ɻ

LYSO ݁থɺࣹࡐɺAPDɺLEDɺAPD ൘ɺεϖʔαʔج 1 ͔ͭͣͭΒͳΔɻ·ͨɺॎԣ

2 ! 2ͷηάϝϯτݕग़ثͷΛݕग़ثϞδϡʔϧͱݺশ͢Δɻ͜Εɺηάϝϯτݕग़ث 4

ͭɺԹܭ 1ͭɺηάϝϯτݕग़ثΛ·ͱΊΔࣹ͔ࡐΒͳΔɻޙ࠷ʹɺॎԣ 4! 4ͷݕग़ث

ϞδϡʔϧͷΛεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧͱݺশ͢Δɻ

ΔͨΊɺਅۭνΣϯόʔʹઃ͢ڀݚΛ࡞ΕΔਅۭதͰͷಈ͞ٻཁ͍͓ͯʹػɺ࣮ػ࡞ࢼ

ஔ͢Δɻ͜ͷਅۭνΣϯόʔ෦ʹεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧΛઃஔ͢ΔɻϙϦςτϥϑϧΦϩΤν

Ϩϯ (PTFE: Polytetrafluoroethylene)ͷ۩ʹΑΓɺεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧΛࠨӈͱ্ํ͔

Βԡ͚͑ͭͯ͞ݻఆ͢Δɻ֤ݕग़ثͷ৴߸ϑΟʔυεϧʔج൘Λ௨ͯ͠ɺਅۭνΣϯόʔ

֎ͷલஈ૿෯ثʹೖྗ͢Δɻલஈ૿෯͔ثΒग़ྗ͞ΕΔ৴߸ɺهܗஔΛ༻͍ͯه

͢Δɻ

ҎԼͰ֤ύʔπʹ͍ͭͯड़Δɻ

LYSO݁থ

ECALʹ༻͍Δ LYSO݁থͱͯ͠ɺSaint-Gobainࣾͱ OXIDEࣾͷ͕ީิͱͳ͍ͬͯ

Δɻਤ 4.2ʹ Saint-Gobainࣾͷ LYSO݁থͷࣸਅΛࣔ͢ɻ྆ LYSO݁থͷαΠζɺ࣮

ͱಉ͡ػ 20 ! 20 ! 120 mm3 Ͱ͋ΔɻຊڀݚͰ྆݁থͷੑࠩʹ͍ͭͯධՁͨ͠ɻ͜Ε

ୈ 4.2ষʹ͓͍ͯड़Δɻ

ثग़ݕޫ

ͱͯ͠ɺদϗτχΫεࣾثग़ݕޫ APD S8664-1010 [40]Λ࠾༻ͨ͠ɻ͜Εडޫ໘ͷ

αΠζ͕ 10 ! 10 mm2 Ͱ͋ΓɺLYSO ݁থͷγϯνϨʔγϣϯޫͷ 420 nm ʹରͯ͠

70%Ҏ্ͷޮࢠྔ͍ߴΛͭɻ༻ͨ͠ APDͷࣸਅΛਤ 4.3ʹࣔ͢ɻAPDͱ LYSO݁থ

ɺ1 mmްͷ Eljen TechnologyࣾγϦίϯΫοΩʔ EJ-560 [41]Ͱޫֶతʹଓ͢Δɻ

APDɺԹܭͱ LEDͱಉҰͷج൘ (APDج൘)্ʹઃஔ͢ΔɻAPDͷ৴߸ɺπΠε

τέʔϒϧʹΑͬͯಡΈग़͢ɻECAL جड़ͷதؒޙͰɺ͜ͷέʔϒϧΛܭઃظͷॳػ࡞ࢼ

LYSO crystal

ECAL Prototype

Performance @ 105 MeV
Energy Resolution 3.9%
Position Resolution 7.7 mm

Time Resolution 0.53 nsec

Particle Identification (PID)
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   Different responses of ECAL to e/μ/π were measured @ PSI, 
Switzerland in 2015.
   PID efficiency > 90% is achievable by combining with time-
of-flight (TOF) variable, which is measured by the tracker + ECAL.

ECAL response to e/μ/π PID efficiency evaluated w/ energy(data) + TOF(MC)

Bunched Proton Beam

ECAL Prototype 
& Vacuum Chamber

2×2 Crystals module
wrapped by Al mylar bag
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★ The tracker & ECAL prototypes were tested 
together. (Tohoku Univ. 2017 March)

★ All the detector and electronics worked 
properly.

★ Achieved a vacuum pressure < 1 Pa.
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ͷ૿ՃΛট͕͘ɺLEDͷۦಈʹ͕ੜͨ͡߹ͰɺӨڹΛड͚Δνϟϯωϧ͕ 4νϟ
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Position Resolution in Mix Region

Observed Resolution
Xσ Yσ Yσ ⊕ Xσ = Rσ

Offset-subtracted Resolution
Xσ Yσ Yσ ⊕ Xσ = Rσ

Points are shifted slightly for easy to see.
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ECAL

Energy resolution

Time resolutionPosition resolution

The position resolution of the straw tube was 
evaluated and achieved the requirement of < 200 μm. 
The gas mixture of Ar:C2H6 showed a better 
performance.
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Figure 11.33: Full-scale prototype; (Left) Partially completed without vacuum wall, (Right) Whole
view of the completed full-scale prototype

2016, with the various momentum electron beam. The setup for the beam test is schemati-
cally shown in Figure 11.34 (Left), and its photo is also shown in Figure 11.34 (Right). Here

Figure 11.34: Test-beam setup; (Left) Schematic view of the setup, (Right) Photo of set up viewing
from the upstream.

“BDC” means the “beam-difining counter” which consists of bidirectional 1-mm-thick scinti-
fibre counters, and “FC” means the “finger counter” which consists of finger-size 1-mm-thick
thin plastic schintillator counters. Trigger signal is made by the coincidence between two FCs
and “TC” (Timing Counter) which consists of high light yield plastic scintillator with the fast
fine-mesh PMT to provide the precise timing measurement. The electron beam momenta is
varied between 50-300 MeV/c.
Figure 11.35 shows the measured detection e�ciency for the gas mixture of Ar/C2H6(50/50) as
a function of applied HV. Straw single e�ciency is measured by counting the number of proper
hits in layer-2 and counting the number of tracks in layer-2 which is reconstructed by the hits
in layer-1 and layer-3. As shown in Figure 11.35 (Left), high enough HV, higher than 1800
V, guarantees the full e�ciency. However, due to the small but finite gap between each straw
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Y. Fujii @ CLFV2016

StrawTracker

• Straw Tube Tracker consists of ~2500 straw tubes
• Main tracker for Phase-I beam measurement / Phase-II 

physics measurement
• Operation in vacuum
• 20/12um thick, 9.8/5mmΦ straw tube for Phase-I/Phase-II
• Gas mixture candidates: Ar:C2H6=50:50, Ar:CO2=70:30
• Complete the mass production of Phase-I straw tube

22
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Phase-I straw tubes Full-scale straw tracker prototype

StrECAL Combined Test

Straw Tracker Prototype
1. Full-scale Phase-I straw tube chamber w/ 20 μm thickness

✦ In Phase-II, more thinner tubes (12 μm) will be used.

2. 16 straw tubes (3 layers) / axis
3. Operated in a vacuum chamber.
4. Two candidate gas mixtures

✦ Ar:C2H6 (50:50) and Ar:CO2 (70:30)

Performance of Straw Tracker
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5タイプのシンボルロゴ

�タイプのシンボルロゴは、それぞれ十分検討したうえでシンボルとロゴを組み合せて

あります。原則として、これ以外のやり方で、シンボルとロゴタイプを組み合わせるこ

とはできません。

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプ、
および英文ロゴタイプを天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプを
天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプを
左右方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと英文ロゴタイプを
天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと英文ロゴタイプを
左右方向に組み合わせたタイプ

天地方向の組み合せ 左右方向の組み合せ

和
文
＋
英
文

和
文

英
文

なし

基本要素

Kou Oishi, Kyushu University, Japan, on behalf of the COMET collaboration
CLFV2019 : The 3rd International Conference on Charged Lepton Flavor Violation @ Fukuoka, Japan. 17th-19th June 2019

COMET Experiment

1. Crystal-segmented calorimeter
✦ ~2000 crystals (~1m diameter)

2. LYSO inorganic crystal scintillator
✦ High density (7.1 g/cm3), high light yield (70% NaI), and 

fast decay constant (40 nsec)

3. 10×10 mm2 APD photo sensor
4. Temperature monitor
5. LED calibration source

Performance of ECAL

   April, 2016

COMET&Phase,I

Technical&Design&Report&&
!

January,&2014July, 2016    

  All the requirements satisfied.

Ibaraki, Japan

Main Ring
LINAC

e-

Straw Tube Tracker
Measures momentum w/ σP < 200 keV/c.

ECAL
 (Electron Calorimeter)

Measures energy and time-of-flight.
Triggers readout.

High intensity proton beam @ J-PARC
Phase-I (2022)

Sensitivity of ~ 10−15

Beam measurement programme to 
 investigate profiles of time,  
 momentum, and particle kinds.

Phase-II (202x)
Sensitivity of ~ 10−18

Very low branching ratio in the SM.

In physics beyond the SM,

 A clear signal of new physics
 Decay In Orbit is the most severe BG.
  → Good momentum resolution required

μ-e Conversion
Al

Muon Capture

νμ
νe

νμ
μ-e Conversion

105 MeV

104.5103.5
Momentum Spectrum of e−

(MeV/c)

the DIO electrons is presented in Section 17.2. In this study, the momentum cut of 103.6 MeV/c <
Pe < 106.0 MeV/c, where Pe is the momentum of electron, is determined as shown in Fig. 107 [61].
According to this study, the contamination from DIO electrons of 0.01 events is expected for a single
event sensitivity of the µ!N ! e!N conversion of 3.1" 10!15.
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Figure 106: Left: Distributions of the reconstructed µ!N ! e!N conversion signals and reconstructed DIO
events. The vertical scale is normalized so that the integrated area of the signal is equal to one event with its
branching ratio of B(µN ! eN) = 3.1" 10!15. Right: The integrated fractions of the µ!N ! e!N conversion
signals and DIO events as a function of the low side of the integration range and the high side of the integration
range is 106 MeV/c. The momentum window for signals is selected to be fro 103.6 MeV/c to 106 MeV/c so
that the DIO contamination would be 0.01 events.

16.1.4 Time window for signals

The muons stopped in the muon-stopping target have the lifetime of a muonic atom. The lifetime
of muons in aluminium is about 864 nanoseconds. The µ!N ! e!N conversion electrons can be
measured between the proton pulses to avoid beam-related background events. However, some beam-
related backgrounds would come late after the prompt timing, such as pions in a muon beam. There-
fore, the time window for search is chosen to start at some time after the prompt timing. As discussed
in Section 16.2, the starting time of time window of measurement of 700 nanoseconds is assumed,
although it would be optimized in the future o!ine analysis.

The acceptance due to the time window cut, !time, can be given by,

!time =
Ntime

Nall
, (9)

Ntime =
n!

i=1

" t2+Tsep(i!1)

t1+Tsep(i!1)
N(t)dt, (10)

where Nall and Ntime are the number of muons stopped in the target and the number of muons which
can decay in the window, respectively, Tsep is the time separation between the proton pulses, t1 and t2
are the start time and the close time of the measurement time window, respectively, and n indicates
the window for the nth pulse. The time distribution of the muon decay timing N(t) is obtained by
Monte Carlo simulations. In our case, t1 and t2 are 700 nsec and 1100 nsec, respectively and Tsep is
1.17 µsec, and !time of 0.3 is obtained.

16.1.5 Net Acceptance of signals

it is assumed that the e"ciencies of trigger, DAQ, and reconstruction e"cacy are about 0.8 for each.
From these, the net acceptance for the µ!N ! e!N conversion signal, Aµ-e = 0.043 is obtained. The
breakdown of the acceptance is shown in Table 24.
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B(µ�Al⇥ e�Al) � O(10�15)

B(µ�Al� e�Al) < O(10�54)

e−

μ−
μ−

μ−
e−

Decay 
in Orbit

StrECAL Detector

C-Shape Muon 
Transport Solenoid

Pion Production Target

Muon Stopping Target

Electron Spectrometer

Phase-II 
Geometry

Beam Measurement 
in Phase-I
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ਤ 4.2: Saint-Gobainࣾ LYSO݁থɻ ਤ 4.3: APD S8664-1010ɻ

LYSO ݁থɺࣹࡐɺAPDɺLEDɺAPD ൘ɺεϖʔαʔج 1 ͔ͭͣͭΒͳΔɻ·ͨɺॎԣ

2 ! 2ͷηάϝϯτݕग़ثͷΛݕग़ثϞδϡʔϧͱݺশ͢Δɻ͜Εɺηάϝϯτݕग़ث 4
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ΔͨΊɺਅۭνΣϯόʔʹઃ͢ڀݚΛ࡞ΕΔਅۭதͰͷಈ͞ٻཁ͍͓ͯʹػɺ࣮ػ࡞ࢼ

ஔ͢Δɻ͜ͷਅۭνΣϯόʔ෦ʹεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧΛઃஔ͢ΔɻϙϦςτϥϑϧΦϩΤν

Ϩϯ (PTFE: Polytetrafluoroethylene)ͷ۩ʹΑΓɺεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧΛࠨӈͱ্ํ͔

Βԡ͚͑ͭͯ͞ݻఆ͢Δɻ֤ݕग़ثͷ৴߸ϑΟʔυεϧʔج൘Λ௨ͯ͠ɺਅۭνΣϯόʔ
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͢Δɻ

ҎԼͰ֤ύʔπʹ͍ͭͯड़Δɻ

LYSO݁থ

ECALʹ༻͍Δ LYSO݁থͱͯ͠ɺSaint-Gobainࣾͱ OXIDEࣾͷ͕ީิͱͳ͍ͬͯ

Δɻਤ 4.2ʹ Saint-Gobainࣾͷ LYSO݁থͷࣸਅΛࣔ͢ɻ྆ LYSO݁থͷαΠζɺ࣮

ͱಉ͡ػ 20 ! 20 ! 120 mm3 Ͱ͋ΔɻຊڀݚͰ྆݁থͷੑࠩʹ͍ͭͯධՁͨ͠ɻ͜Ε

ୈ 4.2ষʹ͓͍ͯड़Δɻ

ثग़ݕޫ

ͱͯ͠ɺদϗτχΫεࣾثग़ݕޫ APD S8664-1010 [40]Λ࠾༻ͨ͠ɻ͜Εडޫ໘ͷ

αΠζ͕ 10 ! 10 mm2 Ͱ͋ΓɺLYSO ݁থͷγϯνϨʔγϣϯޫͷ 420 nm ʹରͯ͠

70%Ҏ্ͷޮࢠྔ͍ߴΛͭɻ༻ͨ͠ APDͷࣸਅΛਤ 4.3ʹࣔ͢ɻAPDͱ LYSO݁থ

ɺ1 mmްͷ Eljen TechnologyࣾγϦίϯΫοΩʔ EJ-560 [41]Ͱޫֶతʹଓ͢Δɻ

APDɺԹܭͱ LEDͱಉҰͷج൘ (APDج൘)্ʹઃஔ͢ΔɻAPDͷ৴߸ɺπΠε

τέʔϒϧʹΑͬͯಡΈग़͢ɻECAL جड़ͷதؒޙͰɺ͜ͷέʔϒϧΛܭઃظͷॳػ࡞ࢼ

LYSO crystal

ECAL Prototype

Performance @ 105 MeV
Energy Resolution 3.9%
Position Resolution 7.7 mm

Time Resolution 0.53 nsec

Particle Identification (PID)
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   Different responses of ECAL to e/μ/π were measured @ PSI, 
Switzerland in 2015.
   PID efficiency > 90% is achievable by combining with time-
of-flight (TOF) variable, which is measured by the tracker + ECAL.

ECAL response to e/μ/π PID efficiency evaluated w/ energy(data) + TOF(MC)

Bunched Proton Beam

ECAL Prototype 
& Vacuum Chamber

2×2 Crystals module
wrapped by Al mylar bag
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★ The tracker & ECAL prototypes were tested 
together. (Tohoku Univ. 2017 March)

★ All the detector and electronics worked 
properly.

★ Achieved a vacuum pressure < 1 Pa.
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Points are shifted slightly for easy to see.
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ECAL

Energy resolution

Time resolutionPosition resolution

The position resolution of the straw tube was 
evaluated and achieved the requirement of < 200 μm. 
The gas mixture of Ar:C2H6 showed a better 
performance.
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Figure 11.33: Full-scale prototype; (Left) Partially completed without vacuum wall, (Right) Whole
view of the completed full-scale prototype

2016, with the various momentum electron beam. The setup for the beam test is schemati-
cally shown in Figure 11.34 (Left), and its photo is also shown in Figure 11.34 (Right). Here

Figure 11.34: Test-beam setup; (Left) Schematic view of the setup, (Right) Photo of set up viewing
from the upstream.

“BDC” means the “beam-difining counter” which consists of bidirectional 1-mm-thick scinti-
fibre counters, and “FC” means the “finger counter” which consists of finger-size 1-mm-thick
thin plastic schintillator counters. Trigger signal is made by the coincidence between two FCs
and “TC” (Timing Counter) which consists of high light yield plastic scintillator with the fast
fine-mesh PMT to provide the precise timing measurement. The electron beam momenta is
varied between 50-300 MeV/c.
Figure 11.35 shows the measured detection e�ciency for the gas mixture of Ar/C2H6(50/50) as
a function of applied HV. Straw single e�ciency is measured by counting the number of proper
hits in layer-2 and counting the number of tracks in layer-2 which is reconstructed by the hits
in layer-1 and layer-3. As shown in Figure 11.35 (Left), high enough HV, higher than 1800
V, guarantees the full e�ciency. However, due to the small but finite gap between each straw
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StrawTracker

• Straw Tube Tracker consists of ~2500 straw tubes
• Main tracker for Phase-I beam measurement / Phase-II 

physics measurement
• Operation in vacuum
• 20/12um thick, 9.8/5mmΦ straw tube for Phase-I/Phase-II
• Gas mixture candidates: Ar:C2H6=50:50, Ar:CO2=70:30
• Complete the mass production of Phase-I straw tube

22
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StrECAL Combined Test

Straw Tracker Prototype
1. Full-scale Phase-I straw tube chamber w/ 20 μm thickness

✦ In Phase-II, more thinner tubes (12 μm) will be used.

2. 16 straw tubes (3 layers) / axis
3. Operated in a vacuum chamber.
4. Two candidate gas mixtures

✦ Ar:C2H6 (50:50) and Ar:CO2 (70:30)

Performance of Straw Tracker
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✤ Prototype was successfully operated in vacuum
✤ Excellent performances that satisfies requirements for COMET Phase-I & II

✤ σE/E = 4%, σx < 6mm, σt = 0.5 nsec @ 105 MeV electron beam
✤ Scalable to the actual detector ! Final design for Phase-I has been fixed.

σE

σx σt



Current Status



Straw Tracker Assembly for Phase-I
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Straw assembly with a support structure (pressure vessel) performed (Station #1)

 All straws for Station #1 (4 planes, 480 tubes in total) installation, completed !!

Started in 2020, All steps; 1) glueing with end-plug of straw, 2) fixing the straw-
positioning jig, 3) straw insertion, 4) applying the tension on all straws (1.3 kgf), and 
5) glueing all ends of straws, are finished.



Completed Straw Station #1
24
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ECAL Construction for Phase-I
25

✤ Final detector design for Phase-I is fixed.
✤ 1024 crystals in total

✤ 256 modules 
✤ approx 1/2 the final ECAL (Phase-II)

✤ Crystal support structure, pressure vessel, 
end-flange, are completed.

     ! Crystal installation will start soon !!
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高 加速器研究機構

低温



Prospects towards COMET Phase-I
26

✤ At the J-PARC Hadron-Experimental-Facility, C-Line (primary proton beam 
line dedicated for COMET) is under construction, expected to be completed 
by the end of JFY2021.

✤ In JFY2022, low intensity beam commissioning (COMET Phase-α, 200W = 
1/16 of Phase-I) is planned. StrECAL might be partially tested.

✤ In JFY2023, StrECAL for Phase-I will be completed, and ready for beam 
measurement at COMET Phase-I.
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COMET Beam Room Construction

5.3m-long beam duct to penetrate HD-hall

and HD-South building was installed.

Beam dump hole appears.

Pillar and beam to

support ceiling shield.

Beam room construction

is steadily ongoing.



Towards COMET Phase-II



6.3. SimG4: Geant4-based Simulation Software

and length of these disks = 4 mm and 25 cm, respectively). Collimators installed in the muon transport
solenoid with the optimized magnetic field create low-momentum muons that are easy to stop at the
muon stopping target. The aluminum muon-stopping-target disks with a radius of 10 cm and a length
of 0.2 mm are lined up with 17 pieces every 5 cm, and they are followed by the tungsten beam blocker
with a radius of 20 cm and a length of 4 cm. There are 13 ! collimators around the wall of the muon
stopping target section, which are equally spaced from the beam blocker to the electron spectrometer.
They shield the electron spectrometer from the secondary !-rays and the electron–positron pairs from
the beam blocker. The DIO blocker at the bottom of the spectrometer stops the downwardly shifted
low-momentum particles. In the detector solenoid, the straw tracker has five stations that are 110 cm
apart from each other; the ECAL is located as close to the final straw station as possible. Finally, the
cosmic-ray veto surrounds the detector solenoid.
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Figure 6.10: Geometry of COMET experimental hall constructed in SimG4. The geometry contains all walls
around the beamline as shown at the bottom left. See the text for details of every component.

The magnetic field is introduced into SimG4. A part of the field was supplied by the solenoid
manufacturer, and the other parts were calculated by the collaborators. Figure 6.11 displays the full
magnetic field and its several crucial components. The first figure indicates the magnitude of the entire
field used for the simulation on the ZX-plane. The strength is up to 5 T around the pion production
target, and it decreases by 2 T until the muon transport solenoid to capture and transport the pions
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What will be different from Phase-I ?
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Final detector for Phase-II would be basically same as Phase-I.
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What will be different from Phase-I ?
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Final detector for Phase-II would be basically same as Phase-I.

Need to be 
optimized by 

the result from 
Phase-I beam 
measurement 
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Final detector for Phase-II would be basically same as Phase-I.

Need to be 
optimized by 

the result from 
Phase-I beam 
measurement 

Expected to be 
almost same as 

Phase-I, but 
some upgrades 
will be made.



Detector Upgrades
29

✤ ECAL upgrades; Naturally, # of LYSO crystal will be increased for Phase-II 
as designed. (Need to be doubled at least)
✤ FE-electronics might be upgraded by experiences at Phase-I.

✤ In particular, radiation tolerance might be an issue.
✤ Output for trigger might be optimized reflecting the Phase-I results.

✤ LYSO crystal ?
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Achieving of first in world ultrathin 12 μm thickness 5 
mm diameter straw tubes

10.10.2019 5

12 µm thickness straw tubes
6-10 mm Diameter
length 1200 mm 12 µm and 4.8 mm diameter 

straw tubes

3 bar absolute presurization

Prepared samples for testing

✤ Straw will be upgraded with a thinner/smaller straw tube
✤ t12 μm/φ4.8mm straw was recently developed by JINR COMET group
✤ Collaborating with CERN NA62 group to utilize this as an actual tracker

R&D of new 12 μm straw tubes and quality tests
results for Phase-1 and Phase-2 results

Straw tubes Phase-1 Phase-2
Diameter 9.8±0.04mm 4.8-6 mm

Length 1600 mm 50-1600 mm

Test pressure 2 bar absolute 2 bar absolute

Max. pressure 7±1.2 bar 
absolute 

4+? bar absolute

Seam width ~500 µm ~ 350 µm ?
Production speed 
per/day

80 units 80 units

Requirement 
amount 

2700 ~?

10.10.2019 6

� Over pressurization test holding 
more then 4 bar

20 µm straw seam cross-section

20 µm straw seam cross-section

10.10.2019 9

12 µm straw seam cross-section

Samples of new straw Pressurize test up to 4bar SEM survey @ CERN, to 
investigate a seam of welding

Design work for end-plug and 
wire contact



— Conclusions —
COMET experiment aims to search for a μ-e conversion with an excellent 
sensitivity of 10-17 to explore the new physics beyond Standard Model.

To realize the experiment efficiently, dual-staged approach is employed.
StrECAL system (= “straw” tracker + “Electromagnetic CALorimeter”) was 
originally designed for the “full” COMET (=Phase-II)
In Phase-I, two experiments will be conducted; “beam measurement” and “μ-e 
conversion search”

Beam measurement will be carried out by StrECAL
StrECAL for Phase-I is real prototype for Phase-II StrECAL

StrECAL construction
Design for Straw tracker and ECAL is finally fixed by R&D with test-beam.
Straw assembly → Station #1 completed. Station #2 starts soon.
ECAL assembly → Support structure completed. Crystal installation starts 
soon.
Aim to be ready in 2023 for Phase-I beam measurement.

Towards Phase-II
In parallel to Phase-I construction, upgrade R&D is ongoing.


